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SUBJECT MILITARY KEYS: "The Destruction of Enemy
Free Rocket Launching Positions", by
Lt .-Col. Yu. Sobolev and Eng .-Maj . V. Ozhogin

Following . ..a ,ierbatin translation of an article -
entitled	 Destruction of Enemy Tree Rocket Launching
Positions" by Lt-.-Col. Yu. Soboley and Eng.-Maj. V.
Oshogin. ihis''artiCiet appeared in .,Issue o. 34, 1061
of the Soviet ,,silites7 ;:publicatiowtollection •:of.. Articles 
of the..Journa17-1111,11tary limps (Voy•nny ..,Vestalk) 
publication isc.iassiXI.d EUT..by• the'soviets: and: is

Accord	 face, lieu, Jo. 34vIS 'Sent for
typesetting	 14Decàsb.r 1860 and relealed .. to the„
printer Onlit:Iiiiiiii7;"--'1961. The Preface states that
articies	 the Opinions of their ,autbors and are
published as a fain of discussion. Distribiltion of
Issue Ito. 34 was to officers from reginientil oólaander
upward.

Comment: The letter "p" which is underlined
taroughout t • *Qs* ism on pages. 4 and 5 was in Cyrillic'
in the original dm:meat.
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The Destruction of Enemy Free Rocket Launching PcSitiOns 

by

Lt.-Col. Yu. Sobolev and Rng.-Maj. V. Ozhogin

One of the main means in the armies of our possible
enemies for the delivery of nuclear warheads is free
rockets (neePrevlYeYeerf reaktiveYY ,11!LrYad - MRS) oof
"Honest John" and "Little John" type, and also the
"Lacrosse" guided missile Ommavlyayonikry,snaryad
which are intended for the tactical support of troep/'
combat operations.	 -

These tree rockets form a component part of the
armament of the batteries of battalionnAdlyizion
infantry (armored) divisions, and'of theaspsrate
battalions (divizion) of the Reserve
(rezerv glavnogo.komendevenlY1
positions of the batteries in
divisions are positioned 6 to 8 •k",
edge in an offensive, and from
the positions of the batteries
an SGX battalion are comparative
10 km, sad 20 to 12 km.

Rocket launchers (reaktivnaya nstanoeka) are need
independently as well as in the composition of a battery.
If several launchers are disposed on op* position they
are placed not nearer than 200 m to each other. The
preparation of the positions lies mainly in camouflage
work and the preparation of access routes.

As a rule, the rocket launchers are moved up to
their painless just before fire is oilseed, and after tee
or two launchings (vystrel) they are lamedlately withdraw'
to altersate positiose (aapassaya yoaltslya) or to the
salleablY area (Olikfdatele37rayok) The total time



that they are at the launching position from the moment
of arrival to, the beginning of departure can be 30 to
40 minutes, and from the moment of concluding tire to
withdrawal from the position - 10 to 15 minutes:

Therefore, rocket launchers, which are latended.
mainly for ftring4tomic etrheadoi.:MOst,:bedeStroyed
immediately in order to deprive the enemy of' the
possibility of firing from then again.-

The most reliable means of destroying the 'launchers
is undoubtedly atonic ammunition and 'aircraft, though,
sometimes conventional_aTtillAry.is.usedv_todestray

-	 .	 .	 ,
,conventional artil	 arries"onit',,

neutra1igligiAlin&4Wetructivelire :. AoutriliOut flie
can only teullerartly. bold up tiring from a rocket launcher
or its..withdravat'troa the position. ,:Therefore,
neutralising fire::should only be resorted to as a temporary
measure; : to be undertaken until an 	 .$triksIke 11.si inflicted
or.uat	 traction is.	 4wittion..	 ...	 .	 .	 .,-,	 -

itd. iapoijb1I o lak e.,:i10 of 	 then'
conventional	 :41k1	 ,•Fc

destructive fir. Analysissix' has	 that f or
°ut'iirli:far ..eff.044gai st rochst. ;' ' "wiriChersi:'

carrying

to mak•,.,nse otl22, 130, and .152 . *	 err.

lox guns of this caliber it is-best, 0.0sleot ;iris'
Positions 6 to &haft* the forward 4,464:-'1CoassgloostlY:
taking into account the distance of thellOWlaunching
moats from the forward edge, it can be estimated that
the average range of fire for effect against rocket
launchers will be 26 kn.

Preparation of settings 4ustanovka) to fire for effect.

When firing at long ranges, changes in the accuracy
of setting preparations for conducting fire for effect
have a great bearing on variations in ammualtioa
expenditure. Consequently, if the density of artillery
is ssall, then the necessity to destroy the rocket
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launchers forces one to search for and develop those
methods of preparation which w ould facilitate the
sudden destruction of a target in any conditions of
weather and at any time of the day Or night with the
minimum expenditure of forces and weapons.

One of the most accurate methods of determining
settings, which will at the same time ensure surprise

• in the opening of fire for effect', is that of
• preparation. However, as tests she, neutralizing fire

• - and eipecis.11y . destructive fire against rocket launchers
with high-explosive fragmentation shells	 blireirr‘?	 enorsouseilienditUre..of..ammunitiOa:k dtherfore
cannot be Used extensively. The':':Leitoe
=munition 'can) however, be redace#UbY , ',carrying. out
adjustment of fire with the help of radar stations.
11.44reover, the most effective reduction in the expenditure
of ammunjtion , is achieved with fire at ranges close to
the maxiii*:iLltiabw.-

Great4cturacy :prePa 	 ,
ly, economy in tb. expenditure
achieved when, in determining	 With the help
of radar station., the accuracy we	 (ven *Ceti)
of full preparation is taken 	 account, the accuracy
of correctiosg being equal in this Case to

where Ito

2.	 2

	

CV )	 (29)	 (1)
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le	 P
is the average error in determialag various
factors, Which are cosmos both to the carrying
Out of tall preparattom and to adjustment of
tire with the help ot a radar station;



2

are the average errors, characterising
respectively the accuracy of full prepara-
tion and the adjustment of fire on a
target with the help of a radar :station
without taking into account the character-'
istics of accuracy in determining the
general sources of error.

The amount of the correction determined when the
accuracy weight of full preparation is taken into
account , is 4Nioal to:

8' and *'
Pp

(2)
X	 ••••••■•■■1211

Sher* d is the :deviation
grouping 'according to
station;
are the average orroisi distrootortslog
roopeotiroly the accuracy of tall preparation
and the adjustment of tire on a target with
the help of • radar station.

Tests show that the await of tie corrections, calculated
la soca:dame with t or malt (2) is, is the smisettY of
coaditioss of tire, equal as rogaras moo to !brie-
luarters, and so regards directions to oao-latt 42 the
amosat of the average deviations deterslowe 110, the
radar statues.

J



However, successive adjustment of fire of a rocket
launcher by the basic gym's . of all batteries of ,a
battalion with the help of a radar station, though pro-
viding great accuracy, cannot be regar4ed,a8:adv,isable,
for-it : does not ensure surprise of destruction requires
a lot Of time, and leads to low density'of'fire. All
this alloum the 'enemy to put our launcher. outOf.:action.
Therefore, it is essential to sake use Of thii::1412*bill.0
of radar station type "ARSON" for daterniaingiith'
great accuracy and in the ninimun.timi-?thOdOSitions
of the shells from a targetir4fiti:	 tt* ;;;.,ZtivOes
and then to continue.firing-with4uc	 ...,

	

.	 v'Y
Tho.CorrectionS, determined by .. tik 'Account

the accuracy *eight Of full preparitibi inacóordance
with the intersection (zasechka) of one cre two salvoes
when firing for effect !AS started, can be regarded as
advisable fer:all: tbe batterielvet-ablit'444#0
taking into account these corrections, laCdnrscvof
preparation,

djustód - thetarget,t-
This	 bá.nóonf tried by

,The ex nditure of shells	 nunbóx.. of :guns
necessar5a; orF4lestroying.a rockstlaunchari:X Anent
rocket launchers are disposed on positions'.	 rag&
way. Coisikuently, firing for effect aiatiet-la .laaSebaib -
means firing at an individual target.

The index to the effectiveness of firs for effect
against a rocket launcher is the probability Of getting
even one hit on a target (in the dimensions of a target
mentioned above). Therefor*, the expenditure rate of
shells is determined by the possibility of achieving
even one hit.

The amount of artillery ausetemsary for carrying out
the tire alssioe also has important significance. Less
shells and fever guns will naturally be required for the
aeutralisatios of a rocket launcher thaa for the
destruction of it.

lag SE E7'



In the course of neutralizing: rocket launchers, when.
shells hit within the zone of their fragmentation action,
the members of a launcher's Crew Who, are preparing it for
firing and are standing up not under Cover, can be put
out•oraction.

•We have calculated the rate of shell expenditure in
One minute and the number of gun necessary to neutralize
a rocket launcher in the time allowed for neutralization.
The results of our calculations are given in Table 1.

Table I 

Expenditure of thelld in one minute, and the nuniber of gums 
necessary for neutralizing : A .:rocket launcher 

A

,.,

...Ilise for
: llelli.ria.i- ..	 -	 .•	 •	 ...,,,_•.

"zatiOrk.s.:

v,

30 ndflutes
4'.:1"'

110%hod
of

*eperation -

Ranee-
(0)

1 20 24
,
; a ... Ir.

rp 0
= 1493,4 0 9340 ' 93 .. . o .0.40 43,10

•
A 14.: ti it• 1 , Ss

Caliber
(1011)

6: it

o

k ..	 APe ille

Full
preparation

122 9 4 13 5 21 8 35 14 - -

130 7 3 12 6 19 9 31 14 38 17

152 6 3 12 6 19 9 - - - -
Determining
correction
at opening
of fire with
help ot a
radar station

122

130

152

12

10

8

5

5

4

12

10

10

5

5

5

12

11

11

5

5

5

15

13

-

6

6

-

-

14

-

-

6

-

-,- , _ _ _
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As illustrated in the table, the determination of
corrections when fire for effect is opened l with the
help of a radar station, enables one to reduce the
expenditure of ammunition and the number of guns
considerably as compared with full preparation. Here,
for the neutralization of a rocket launcher in 30 to
60 minutes, the corresponding requirements are one to
two batteries.

The expenditure of shells, and also the number of
guns brought in for destroying a rocket launcher in
30, minutes, are given in Table l	 ',table : shows. , that
for the destruction Of a rocket.,	 means of
'conventional artillery, Conk	 aditUre.tof.,'.	 .
ammunition is required, peiCin	 Of
full preparation.

The determination of corrections when fire for effect
Is opened with the help of a radar station at ranges
greater than 16 .101 enables Lone:,to i•educe..the
.ammanition, sad the 	 1
The .task,
ed bfr`cibe

batteries of a battalion opens tire in battery UlVOW

	

es the competed setting of the e	 tiring
of each salvo, a report is conveyed from' the tiring
position to the radar station. On the basis of the
intersection of one or two salvoes by the radar station,
a common correction is given for all the batteries of the
battalion and tiro for effect is continued. After the
general mire/et/on has been given, the setting* of the
remainlacbatteries are mademere precise in successioa.
The oorrectiess give* are espial in range to three-quarters,
aad in direction, to eas-heM at the anouat of the average
deviation dieterained by the ;sear station, Fire is
coadentod so three sleet settiams with a jump at 2 to 4 VD

..	 ai	 v	 s,31/141/14 11123 tdlsaivi vertical urreweat7,
gins one azimuth ampabasisa setting with a stoat interval
of 0-02,

at us examlne ens of the possible variants in the
order at giving corrections to settings with the help
of a radar stationvalle in the process of firing to
destroy an enemy rocket /smacker.

cikET

Order of coldest
'rocket launchers: Det
-&-friiiir-Tr--irien 	basis- of', tia



Expenditure of shells and the number of guns necessary for the 
destruction of a rocket launcher 

Method of
Preparation

Deters14 ,
correCtice
at opening
of fire with
help of
radar station

preparatiOn

tereining
correction
at opening
of fire with
help of a
radar station
PUll
preparation

to
Correction
at opening
of fire with
help of a
radar station

Type of
taunchez

16

Table 2



Second, sight

Third, sight

332, right !

330, right

0-82.

1-32.

-

A battalion of 130 se guns ("Don") was given the
following task: within 30 minutes to destroy the enemy's
rocket launcher "Honest John" - target No. 101.

The battalion commanding officer ordered his chief
of staff to determine the settings for firing for effect
on the basis of full preparation, and with the opening
of fire to make them more precise with the help of
radar station "Leningrad".

At the battalion's headquarters the following were
determined: the settings for firing for effect; the
order of conducting fire; the initial data for the radar
station and data as to the point when accompanying fire
begins ,(for the 1st battery).

When the data were ready, the battalion commanding
officer gave the command: 'Don', ready (stoy)!
Target Mo. 101, charge two (zaryad vtoroy),angle of
elevation (uroven) 30-04, scale two (shkala dva), main
direction (omnovuoFe napravleniye), sheaf (veer) 0-02,
one round (odin snaryad), volley (beglyy), load.

First, sight (pritsel) 328, right (praveye) 0-52.

"'Leningrad', observe salvo firing of first battery 16150,
30-35, charge two, time of flight 47, height of
trajectory 2930. Beginning of accompanying fire 7120,
30-75.'

After the chief of the radar station reported that
be was ready, the battalion commanding officer commanded:
"First, sight 328, two rounds at 50 seconds, by salvoes.
Moe', fires".

After each intersecting salvo (firing), the chief
of the radar station reported the amount and marks of the
deviations to the battalion headquarters:

-10-
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"Don', first - plus 220, right 13; second plus 180,
right 11."

In battalion headquarters they calculated:

-average deviation on basis of two rounds: plus 200,
right 12;

-amount of correction: 200 .3/4 - 150 a an
-0-12.0 -0-08.

The battalion commanding officer gave the command:
"Don' t ready! sight minus 3, left 0-08, six rounds,
volley, six rounds at 12 seconds, fire!"

"Leningrad' observe fire of second battery 16250,
30-42, beginning of accompanying fire 7240, 30-35.

"Second, ready! Sight 339, two rounds salvo fire
(after the report of readiness froa the 2nd battery and
the radar station)/ fire!"

After a correction has been given to the second battery,
the settings for the 3rd battery are made more precise in
the same way. Subsequently, firing in conducted in the
normal way.




